
Scientist Meeting Notes TopSoil Developers: 
Scientists Names: Amy Seiger 
Team Name: TopSoil Developers (Team 6) 
Date/Time/Duration: Jan 24, 2019 @ 5pm, lasted 1 hour .  
Location: Library 234 over zoom (off a single laptop) 
Attendance: Alex Eschenauer, Michael Lay, Rudy Hoover, Bobby Eriksen, Andrew Jimenez, 
Nicole Mackey, Matthew, Ben Guo,  
 
Discussion Items: 

1. Demographics of users utilizing app 
a. Younger farmers 
b. Urban land owners 

2. Overall user familiarity with smartphone/technology usage 
a. Assume decent smartphone usage 

3. Key features and fields needed for the app (Create articles (& who can), forum posts (& 
who can), search bar needed?)  

a. Offline accessibility 
4. Color scheme or design language that should be used (is there any specific 

branding/logos we should use?) 
a. There is a logo already made 
b. Use color scheme from logo 

5. “Limited administration power” is listed in the product description. What does that mean 
for Amy? (& who would have full administrator access?) 

a. Set of user roles 
i. Admin: Full site access 
ii. Limited Admin(Moderator): Add and remove pages, Add/Change roles, 

Delete posts, Pin questions 
iii. Expert: Answer questions  
iv. End User: Post questions 

6. In the product description, you state that Oklahoma has 4 distinct regions that you would 
like to tailor toward. Can you elaborate on what the app should tailor? 

a. Information should be region specific. Possibly separate forum divisions for each 
region 

7. Interactive map is a key feature- what regional resources should be displayed? 
(contacts, resource suppliers, etc?) 

a. Map will be provided 
8. Elaborate on “5 key principles” (listed in product description) 

a. These will be sent by Amy 
9. Do you have the list of resource suppliers, contacts, principles & descriptions, etc? (We 

could allow her to create the articles herself with a form editor) 
a. Will be sent by Amy 



10. Will this ever be under a government domain (ends in .gov)? If so, are there any 
regulations we should know of? Obviously we encrypt sensitive information like 
passwords. 

a. Preferred not to be. 
11. Are there are speciality resources we should utilize to learn more about subject 

manner/soil?  
a. (Notes)  

12. Tell scientist about our website and send way to access it via email or otherwise 


